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There are certain writers who command moving melodies and lyrics in equal measure. Dave Wells is one of those artists. 
The gifted musician has quickly garnered a word-of-mouth reputation as one of the Hunter's finest songwriters and 

performers; a master craftsman whose songs creep up on you and cut deep. 

‘Dave Wells has mastered the honest and beautiful. His songs soar, and his performances soothe.’                                                                 
KIM CHURCHILL 

‘Dave Wells is a rare talent. A composer of thoughtful and stirring melodic folk-rock tunes, with a voice to match.’                                            
BEN SALTER 

 

Spaciously intense and progressive, this emotionally and sonically diverse debut record exemplifies Wells’ indie folk and 
alt-rock influences. Across the album, the Hunter Valley songwriter examines social realism through an abstract lens. He 

sets his sights on the biggest of themes: our inclinations for lust and freedom, moral boundaries, human desire, self-
preservation, the cause and effects of love, jealousy and loss. 

“This album taps into perspectives on life and society,” Wells says. “Alongside love and hurt, I reflected on a lot of things 
happening in the world and its effect on each of us.” 

“’Run Free’ is about having a go at something you believe in and chasing those desires, despite fears and unknown 
consequences.” 

Watch the ‘Run Free’ film clip here:  https://youtu.be/_qOShbcjgsY 

“The song ‘Picasso’s Cloud’ was based on the late artist's personal life. I remember looking at the related portraits of his 
lovers, wondering about the anguish they would have felt from his unfaithfulness. It's a bitter, vindictive and spiteful song.” 

Watch the ‘Picasso’s Cloud’ film clip here:  https://youtu.be/3AZnf4Rofuo 

 

Dave embraces his audience through passionate performances, moving them with a voice that recalls the likes of Jeff 
Buckley, Thom Yorke and Neil Finn. His spirit on stage engages and captivates, and after several sell out shows since the 
album’s release, Dave continues to deliver uniquely intimate and memorable performances across the nation and abroad. 

“I always enjoy the intriguing challenge of making a connection with people through song. There’s something about the 
tension in the room, our spirits gather as unsettled strangers, excited yet uneasy, unshackled from our daily storm. 

Somehow, music can tame this, and collectively we experience something unique and memorable.” 

Watch ‘Aching Hearts’ a live montage from Dave’s sold out album lunch:  https://youtu.be/GN8bOTx6GUI  

 



The powerful vocalist was locked away at Newcastle’s renowned Funky Lizard Studios with well-respected multi-
instrumentalist, engineer and producer Robbie Long. Dave was in search of a recording comrade who not only had a 

wealth of experience in the studio, but had worked with an extensive list of artists from varying genres. Dave and Robbie 
brought a gifted array of musicians into the studio. Alongside himself and Robbie on lap steel, guitars, percussion and 

effects, the record features the brilliance of drummer Steve Fearnley (The Flood, Brian Cadd), violinist Gleny Rae (Claire 
Anne-Taylor), and double bassist Todd Johnston (William Crighton, Magpie Diaries). Overall a beautiful result was 

achieved, and to cinematically refine this long-player, Dave called in Grammy award winner and chief mastering engineer 
William Bowden (Gotye, Bob Evans and Tim Finn) to add the final touches. This self-tiled LP highlights the sonic 

maturation of one of our nation’s finest indie-folk rock talents.  
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